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ABSTRACT 

 

Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) is a trust unit that creates fund flow from investors and 

unit holders to real estates. In Malaysia, REITs is a low-risk investment tool. It can provide at 

least 90 percent of net profit to the investors and unit holder in terms of dividend. The aim of this 

study is to examine the impact of financial ratios on Real Estate Investment Trusts’ capital 

structure. Capital structure refers to the way a corporation finance its assets through some 

combination of equity, debt or hybrid securities. By using trade-off theory and pecking order 

theory as theoretical background, thirteen REITs companies were used as a sample based on its 

five years audited annual reports (2010-2014). Leverage was used as dependent variable and four 

market variables were used as independent variables for this research; profitability, firm’s size, 

tangibility and liquidity. The results of this study are consistent with the pecking order theory in 

explaining the Malaysian REITs debt financing decision but are less supportive of the trade-off 

theory on tax benefits. This finding suggests that Malaysian REITs use debt to support the 

growth needs rather than tax motives and the high dividend pay-out requirement act as a 

“disciplinary tool,” not through the use of debt. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 This chapter will serve as the introduction and background for this research topic, starting 

with the history of Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) first existent and also its 

introduction and development in Malaysia. The following part will explain on the 

problem statements, research questions, research objectives and the significances of this 

research. Further on this chapter, it will discuss the scopes and limitations of the research 

topic, the organization and arrangement, and at the end of this chapter the summary will 

be presented. 

1.2 History of REITs introduction and development in Malaysia 

 The history of REITs started when the President of USA, Dwight D. Eisenhower signed 

legislation on 14
th

 September 1960 which introduced a new income producing real estate 

investment. The introduction of REITs has created a new investment tool based on real 

estate investment, but having the best attributes of real estate and stock at the same time 

(Graff, 2011). This newly investment tool has brought with it the benefits to all type of 

investors due to its accessibility, liquidity, persistent income and professional 

management. All these benefits previously had been only available to wealthy investors 

and large financial intermediaries. Even though similar to normal unit trust structurally, 

REITs are traded same as other type of stocks available which mean through stock 

exchanges. Therefore, it can provide returns to its investors through its capital 

appreciation when the price of the stock increases and also through distributions from its 

annual income and profits. Unlike other types of companies which keep much of their 
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yearly earnings internally, most REITs companies pay-out at least 90% of its annual 

taxable profits to its unitholders in order to take advantage of the tax structure which 

governing REITs industry. Since most REITs companies hold rental properties, its 

biggest income are mainly coming from rental business either through warehouses, retail 

spaces, offices, healthcare business, hotels, hospitality and also industrial buildings. Since 

the income from rental is fairly consistent throughout the years, so if REITs companies 

pay-out at least 90% from its taxable profits to it units unitholders as a distributions, the 

income stream should be fairly consistent, making investment in low risk REITs quite 

attractive as a financial investment tool for income generating assets. REITs are being 

professionally managed and it is considered under unit trust funds category. Both REITs 

and unit trust funds are structurally similar in term of its organization (Anuar and Soi, 

2011). 

 

 Diagram 1.1: Structure of REIT 

 (Diagram from Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad: www.bursamalaysia.com) 
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 Since REITs is a low risk investment tool, the return to the unitholders is lower but more 

stable compared to normal stocks. In a way, REITs is a passive investment tool which the 

companies acquire and hold income generating real estates. In addition, REITs 

companies also own some of the well-known landmark properties within the countries, 

giving small time investors an opportunity to invest in an iconic real estate. Recently, this 

profit driven investment tool has increased the awareness and gains popularity throughout 

the world (Anuar and Soi, 2011). 

 In Malaysia, the history of REITs first introduction can be traced back from 1986 when 

the first regulatory framework for Malaysia Listed Property Trusts (LPTs)  was approved 

by the Central Bank of Malaysia which also known as Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) 

(Hamzah and Rozali, 2006). In order to encourage small time investments in local 

property sector, Malaysia has become among the first country in Asia to develop its own 

LPTs (Newell, Ting and Acheampong, 2002). The first LPTs company in Malaysia 

which has makes its debut in Bursa Malaysia was Amanah Harta Tanah PNB (AHT) in 

September 1989, following with Amanah Harta Tanah PNB2 (AHT2). Soon after, the 

third LPTs company makes its debut in Bursa Malaysia was Arab Malaysian First 

Property Trust (AMFPT). With the third LPTs company listed in Bursa Malaysia, the 

total combined assets are worth RM310 millions in value. However, since LPTs first 

introduction in Bursa Malaysia, its development had been very slow in Malaysia due to 

investors seemed to perceive Malaysian REITs as unfavorable investment (Ong, et. al., 

2011). Firstly, there is lower demand among Malaysian potential big investors due to lack 

of awareness and knowledge of REITs industry. Secondly, it was due to the participation 

rate of Malaysian investors which is much lower compared to other countries with REITs 

market (Newell and Osmandi, 1999). In addition to that, among other factors which 
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constrained further development of earlier LPTs in Malaysia as found through research 

by Ting (1999) and Shun (2003) were includes: 

 (i) Poor perception amongst individual investors and institutional investors which 

 subsequently caused the lack of demand for Malaysian REITs products 

 (ii) Investment in REITs providing lower yield compared to other types of 

 investments due to the properties available for acquisition only providing low 

 yield 

 (iii) Compared to other countries with REITs market, there are too few institutional 

 investors in Malaysia 

 (iv) Due to other competing investments tool options which had a stronger 

 performance compared to REITs 

 (v) Local investments psyche which favor speculative investment which might 

 provide better return to the investors 

 In order to help develop this sector further, the Malaysian government has announced 

more incentives and provisions for REITs industry in its 2004 and 2005 annual budget.  

The government also introduced the new REITs regime in January 2005 to replace the 

existing LPTs. This move has set the scene for what is known as modern REITs today. 

Axis REIT became the first REITs company in 2005 to be listed in Bursa Malaysia. 

United Overseas Australia (UOB) REIT, Tower REIT and YTL REIT were also listed in 

Bursa Malaysia in 2005. In 2006, there were another three new REITs companies listed 

in Bursa Malaysia. They were AMFirst REIT, Al-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT and Hektar 

REIT. In the following year in 2007, Amanah Raya REIT, MRCB Quill REIT and 

Atrium REIT make their debut in Bursa Malaysia. CapitaLand Malaysia Mall Trust and 
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Sunway REIT were also listed in Bursa Malaysia in 2010. Subsequently Pavilion REIT 

was listed in 2011, IGB REIT in 2012, KLCCP Stapled Group in 2013 and Al-Salam 

REIT in 2015. 

 In August 2006, Malaysia reaches another milestone in REITs industry when it officially 

became the first country in the world to develop Islamic REITs as an option to its existing 

conventional REITs. This new type of REITs which is Shariah compliance is known as 

Islamic Real Estate Investment Trusts (I-REITs). With the introduction of Islamic REITs, 

it was largely embraced by global Muslim investors because it was considered as an 

ethical investment vehicle (Ibrahim and Ong, 2008). The development of Islamic REITs 

in Malaysia has underlined the important role its play in International Financial 

community to promote the growth and development of Islamic financial market among 

Islamic countries. The first ever I-REITs among the world was listed in Bursa Malaysia 

in 2006, named Al-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT. The second I-REIT in Malaysia was Al-

Hadharah Boustead REIT in September 2007. Al-Hadharah Boustead REIT is the first 

estate based I-REIT in Malaysia and also the largest I-REIT in 2009. However, on 19
th

 

February 2014, Al-Hadharah Boustead has been delisted from Bursa Malaysia. On 3
rd

 

August 2005, Axis REIT has changed its status from conventional REITs to I-REITs in 

Bursa Malaysia. As at 31
st
 December 2016, Malaysia has successfully established four 

Islamic REITs companies known as Al-‘Aqar KPJ REIT, Axis REIT, KLCC REIT and 

Al-Salam REIT with market capitalization of RM15.4 billion (Bursa Malaysia Securities 

Berhad, 2007). Diagram 1.2 in the next page illustrate modern REITs introduction in 

Asian countries since 2001 including Malaysia in 2005. 
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 Diagram 1.2: REITs introduction in Asian Region 

 Since the very first REITs introduction in Malaysia, some of the high profile companies 

which have been able to attract many investors on its REITs launching day such as Al-

‘Aqar KPJ REIT which is specialized in healthcare business by having six specialist 

hospitals worth RM481 million when it’s first listed in Bursa Malaysia in 2006. As a sign 

of further positive development of REITs market in Malaysia after replacing LPTs, 

Pavilion REIT which is one of Malaysia’s largest premium REITs, make its debut in 

Bursa Malaysia on 7
th

 December 2011. The market capitalization of Pavilion REIT on its 

listing day was around RM2.61 billion. The listing of Pavilion REIT has attracted 

numerous big institutional investors such as Kumpulan Wang Persaraan, American 

International Assurance Berhad (AIA), Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB), Employees 
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Provident Fund (EPF) and HwangDBS Investment Management Berhad. On 21
st
 

September 2012, IGB Real Estate Investment Trust (IGB REIT) was listed in Bursa 

Malaysia with the market capitalization on its listing day reached RM4.25 billion. In 

addition to these, Malaysia largest I-REITs to date, KLCC Property Holdings Berhad, a 

subsidiary of PETRONAS, was listed in Bursa Malaysia on April 2013. It has RM15.4 

billion in total assets and nearly RM13.1 billion in market capitalization upon its listing. 

 In Malaysia, the responsible body in monitoring development of REITs and I-REITs 

industry is Securities Commission of Malaysia (SC), which acts as the facilitator and core 

regulator for all the unit trust funds including conventional REITs and Islamic REITs. 

With the new introduction of new REITs regime replacing the old LPTs, the SC had 

issued new guidelines for REITs replacing the old rules for Property Trust Funds (PTFs) 

on 3
rd

 January 2005. All REITs and I-REITs companies are required to get the approval 

from SC body when requesting for listing in Bursa Malaysia. This is part of the guideline 

stated in the Capital Market Services Act 2007, under section 212. In January 2013, the 

SC has amended the existing guidelines on REITs whereby all the listed REITs 

companies in Malaysia are now required to hold an Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

within four months of their annual financial year end. This new requirement was 

introduced with the aims to enhance the corporate governance structure under Malaysian 

framework. Table 1.1 in the next page summarizes several major policy changes on the 

Malaysian REITs rules and regulations since its first introduction as Property Trust Funds 

(PTFs) in 1986. 
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Year Descriptions of Policy introduction and changes 

1986 Approval by Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) on the establishment of regulatory 

framework for Listed Property Trusts (LPTs). Companies Act 1965 and 

Securities Industry Act 1983 has been used as the principle regulation 

1989 Property Trust Guideline (PTG) was issued for the establishment of PTFs in 

order to provide a framework 

1991 Developed Specific Securities Commission guidelines for PTFs 

1995 The first edition of guidelines on PTFs was issued by SC 

2001 SC revised the guidelines on Property Trust Funds (2
nd

 edition) 

2004 Exemption of RPGT and stamp duty for sales property to REITs companies in 

Malaysia 

2005 Guidelines on REITs were issued. Malaysia Government also announced Tax 

transparency for REITs  

2005 Malaysian government announcement to allow tax deductions on legal, 

valuation and consultancy expenses incurred in the establishment of REITs 

company 

2005 The issuance of Guidelines on Islamic Real Estate Investment Trusts 

2006 Fees for consultancy, legal and valuation incurred in establishing a REIT be 

allowed as deductions for the purpose of income tax. SC issued several 

amendments to guidelines. 

 Source: Chin & Rubi Ahmad, 2006 

 Table 1.1: Major REITs’ policy changes by SC in Malaysia  

 In order to promote the capital market as a whole which include REITs, the Malaysian 

government had introduced few new tax incentives where the income are exempted from 

tax payment if the income is earned through unit trusts or REITs. The stamp duty of 

which normally fixed at 3% of the property purchase price was also exempted. In 

addition, there is also tax exemption on moving properties if related to REITs. These 

moves by the government represent huge savings to REITs companies and also to the 

seller of the related properties. In fact Malaysia was the first country to provide zero 
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moving costs to REITs and property seller (Newell and Osmandi, 2009). Current 

Malaysian tax system has provided for tax transparency to Malaysian REITs companies, 

which means as long as the company distributes at least 90% of its current year taxable 

profits to its unitholders, the REITs would not be levied a 25% corporate tax and will be 

treated as tax transparent (25% tax rate applied is based on Inland Revenue Board of 

Malaysia (IRB) for companies with paid up capital more than RM2.5 million for Year 

Assessment 2009 until 2015). As per Bursa Malaysia website (www.bursamalaysia.com), 

as at 31
st
 December 2016, Malaysian REITs had a market capitalization of RM44.2 

billion, a total asset value of RM48.8 billion and a net asset value of RM32.6 billion as 

per table 1.2 below. At the end of December 2016, there are seventeen REITs companies 

listed in Bursa Malaysia as per table 1.3 in the next page. As a conclusion, REITs market 

in Malaysia has grown from just around RM310 million in markets value some 30 years 

ago, to RM44.2 billion as at the end of December 2016. (www.bursamalaysia.com). 

 

 Total Asset 

Value 

(RM Million) 

Net Asset Value 

(RM Million) 

Market Capitalisation 

(RM Million) 

48,757.57 32,616.89 44,194.86 

  

 # includes market capitalization of stapled group 

 Source: Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (December, 2016) 

 Table 1.2: Summary of statistics REITs investment (As at 31
st
 December 2016) 

 

  

 

http://www.bursamalaysia.com/
http://www.bursamalaysia.com/
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NO COMPANY NAME ESTABLISHED 

YEAR 

REITS TYPE 

1 AMANAH HARTA TANAH PNB 

(AHP) 

1989 CONVENTIONAL 

2 YTL HOSPITALITY REIT (YTL) 2005 CONVENTIONAL 

3 UOA REIT (UOAREIT) 2005 CONVENTIONAL 

4 TOWER REITs (TWREIT) 2005 CONVENTIONAL 

5 AXIS REIT (AXREIT) 2005 ISLAMIC 

6 AL-AQAR KPJ (ALAQAR) 2006 ISLAMIC 

7 HEKTAR REIT (HEKTAR) 2006 CONVENTIONAL 

8 AMFIRST REIT (AMFIRST) 2006 CONVENTIONAL 

9 AMANAHRAYA REIT (ARREIT) 2007 CONVENTIONAL 

10 MRCB-QUILL REIT (QCAPITA) 2007 CONVENTIONAL 

11 ATRIUM REIT (ATRIUM) 2007 CONVENTIONAL 

12 SUNWAY REIT (SUNREIT) 2010 CONVENTIONAL 

13 CAPITAL LAND MALAYSIA MALL 

TRUST (CMMT) 

2010 CONVENTIONAL 

14 PAVILION REIT (PAVREIT) 2011 CONVENTIONAL 

15 IGBREIT (IGBREIT) 2012 CONVENTIONAL 

16 KLCCP STAPLED GROUP (KLCC) 2013 ISLAMIC 

17 AL-SALAM REIT (ALSA) 2015 ISLAMIC 

  

 Sources: Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad 

 Table 1.3: List of Malaysian REITs companies (as at 31
st
 December 2016) 

1.3 Problem statement 

 Although a lot of research and studies have been done previously in the area of capital 

structure; theoretically and empirically, most of those studies were mainly focusing the 

companies in developed countries. So far, quite limited research and studies had been 

done for REITs industry in Malaysia, where the capital markets are still consider as in 
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early phase compared with those in developed countries. Mostly the previous studies 

were only confining their studies on Malaysian REITs prior to and until 2005 where it 

was still in LPTs form. Therefore, previous researches done primarily on the initial three 

LPTs in term of its performance, while ignoring other new REITs available after 2005 

(Kok and Khoo, 2006; Ting and Yunus, 2006). Therefore this research would help to 

provide the readers with the latest information on Malaysian REITs performance up to 

2014 and the latest news and introductions of new REITs until September 2017. 

 Secondly, there is seems a lack of awareness of REITs market in Malaysia and it has 

performed poorly since its introduction (Newell and Osmandi, 2009). Furthermore, 

REITs market in Malaysia is not develops well enough even though Malaysia is among 

the first country in Asia to introduce REITs in its original LPTs form. Even though with 

continues new REITs listed in Bursa Malaysia with the latest in February 2017 

(KIPREIT), market sentiment is still relatively mild especially from individual investors. 

However, with the increasing relevance of REITs industry in Malaysia as another 

attractive investment tool, new research need to be conducted in order to study the 

relation between its capital structure and variables such as profitability, tangibility, 

liquidity and firm size in order to find the most significance variable for REITs 

companies in Malaysia. In addition, comparing to equities or bonds, REITs can provide 

some notable advantages as other option of investment tool. As a comparison, REITs 

provide yielding above average return than bond market while at the same tine present 

lower risk. As per Bursa Malaysia; the average monthly yield for REITs starting from Jan 

2017 up to Sep 2017 respectively are as follow; 5.507%, 5.776%, 5.730%, 5.734%, 

5.725%, 5.737%, 5.801%, 5.933% and 5.998%. Therefore, it is possible to use REITs as 

other option of investment tool for portfolio investments diversification. However, since 

the exposure of fund managers toward REITs is currently rather insufficient, the 
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possibility of REITs to achieving appropriate portfolio diversification is still relatively 

low and uncertain. It is still relatively limited for the fund’s manager to include REITs in 

their portfolio. Moreover, compared with other investment tools such as stocks which 

mainly appreciate in share value, REITs are different in a way that it is mainly dividend 

yield based investment. This has cast more doubt onto REITs effectiveness to use 

hedging tools for investors when the inflation levels keep increasing globally and 

domestically. 

1.4 Research questions 

 The central purposes of this research are to find the trend of financial ratios for selected 

sample of Malaysian REITs companies, the comparison of those ratios between 

Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic REITs companies and also to find the 

determinants of capital structure in Malaysian REITs companies and the related theories 

which applied. The following are the research questions: 

 (i) What is the relationship between capital structure determinants for Malaysian 

 REITs which are profitability, liquidity, tangibility, firm size with leverage (proxy 

 of capital structures)? 

 (ii) What is the result from comparison of the financial ratios namely profitability, 

 liquidity and tangibility between Malaysian conventional REITs versus Malaysian 

 Islamic REITs companies? 

 (iii) What is the trend of financial ratios namely profitability, liquidity and tangibility 

 for Malaysian REITs companies? 
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1.5 Research objectives 

 The main objectives for this research are to examine on the financial ratios, to compare 

financial ratios between Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic REITs and also to 

analyze which capital structure theories is relevant to Malaysian REITs. The following 

are the research objectives: 

 (i) To analyze the relationship between capital structure determinants for Malaysian 

 REITs which are profitability, liquidity, tangibility, firm size with leverage (proxy 

 of capital structures) 

 (ii) To compare the financial ratios which are profitability, liquidity and tangibility 

 between Malaysian conventional REITs and Malaysian Islamic REITs 

 (iii) To examine the trend of Malaysian REITs companies financial ratios which are 

 profitability, liquidity and tangibility 

1.6 Significance of the research 

 The researcher believes with the future outcome of this research, it will provide useful 

information to the reader of this research paper with regards to the existing REITs 

industry in Malaysia. This finding can also be used by managers of REITs companies to 

understand the different between Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic REITs 

financial ratios and determinant of Malaysian REITs capital structure. With this 

information, managers can have the best selection for the capital structure for their 

companies. In addition, this research can also be used by future researchers as a reference 

to construct their own research objectives related to this topic. The data, method and the 

result of this research can be use as guidance for them. They also can extend this research 

to cover other independent variables which is not covered in this research paper. 
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1.7 Scope of the research 

 The scope of this research is limited to only thirteen from the total of seventeen 

Malaysian REITs companies which are currently listed in Bursa Malaysia. Eleven of the 

companies selected as sample are classified as conventional and another two are 

classified as Islamic REITs. The researcher will collect the data needed by using the 

selected company’s previous five years’ audited annual report from the company’s 

website starting from year 2010 to 2014 with the exception for few companies ending 

their financial year in Jun 2015. The exclusion of the other four Malaysian REITs 

companies is due to the companies’ incomplete financial statement since their listing on 

Bursa Malaysia is after year 2010 (Pavillion REIT (2011), IGB REIT (2012), KLCCP 

Stapled Group (2013) and Al-Salam REIT (2015)). 

1.8 Limitations of the research 

 Based on the latest report from Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad, as at the end of Dec 

2016, there are seventeen companies classified as REITs are listed on Bursa Malaysia 

consisting thirteen companies are classified as conventional REITs and another four are 

classified as I-REITs. However, only thirteen listed REITs companies which consisting 

of eleven conventional REITs and two I-REITs companies are selected as a sample for 

this research due to the availability of the data needed for this research purposes; its five 

years audited annual report. Another four of the remaining REITs companies were listed 

in Bursa Malaysia after year 2010 which mean incomplete five years data for this 

research purposes if selected, and also the time limitation to extend this research further 

and completing this research on time. 
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1.9 Organization of the research 

 This research paper consists of five chapters. The first chapter of this research which is 

chapter one is aimed to introduce the reader to the research topic that has been selected 

which covers the background, problem statement, research question, research scope and 

limitation, the significance of the research and also the research questions. In chapter two, 

the literature review and background of financial ratios theories and selected capital 

structure theories will be discussed. Research methodology; data description and 

theoretical framework will be elaborate and discuss in chapter three. The result, analysis 

and findings of the data used will be discuss and presented in chapter four. Finally, the 

conclusion and recommendation will be discuss and presented in chapter five. 

1.10 Chapter summary 

 Malaysian REITs industry had been slowly developed since its first introduction in 1986 

which formally known as Listed Property Trusts (LPTs). Even though the development 

was slow initially, many actions had been taken by the Malaysian government in order to 

develop the sector further such as tax structure incentives, exemption from stamp duty 

fees and also Real Property Gain Tax (RPGT) exemption. The Securities Commission of 

Malaysia (SC) also introduces new regulation in order to strengthen the REITs industry 

since its introductions in modern form in year 2005. Another milestone was reached by 

Malaysia in year 2006 when it became the first country in the world to introduce I-REITs 

with the main objective to attract the investment from Islamic middle-east countries. 

With reference to Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad website, as at the end of year 2016, 

there are seventeen REITs companies are listed in Bursa Malaysia, consisting of thirteen 

conventional REITs companies and four I-REITs companies. The total combining assets 

for Malaysian REITs are worth RM48.8 billion. This research was done with the main 
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objectives to study the financial ratios between Malaysian conventional REITs versus 

Islamic REITs (I-REITs) and also to study the determinants of capital structure for 

Malaysian REITs companies. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter will serves as an overview of the financial ratios analysis and also the 

history of modern capital structure theories. It will present and discuss the past literature 

review on financial ratios and the related capital structure theories such as Modigliani and 

Miller theory (MM theory), Trade-off theory and Pecking order theory. At the end of this 

chapter, the summary of this chapter will be presented. 

2.2 An overview of Financial Ratios 

Ward (2008), in his article “Financial ratio analysis for performance checks”, did 

mentioned the important of the financial statement analysis by using ratios analysis which 

can provide a big help for investors to cope with the massive amount of figures in 

company’s financial statement. However, by using financial ratio analysis for example, 

one can quickly check on the percentage of net profit of a company based on the funds it 

has used, or any other ratio they might interested to know. According to Elmerraji (2005), 

financial ratios can also be an invaluable tool to the investors in making the best 

investment decision. However many new investors, rather than try to deal and understand 

the financial ratios they would rather leave their decisions to fate. Once the investors 

know how to use financial ratios, the investors can make informed decisions on their 

investment selection and the truth is that ratios are not that intimidating even for someone 

who is not from financial background. In order for others to understand how we arrived 

to the final financial positions, we have to show how the calculation was made but need 

to avoid too mathematically as this might make them start to lose their interest (Patsula, 
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2006). A financial ratio analysis might indicate the future growth and future expansion of 

the company which can provide planning advantage. Any signs of the company might 

face difficulties need to be address immediately by the management. A more complete 

picture of a company’s financial outlook can be understood by the used of various 

financial ratios analysis (Jenkins, 2009). Jenkins (2009) thinks fixed cost and variable 

cost is the two most important things in any organization and argues that fixed cost is 

always present in a company in whatever business condition or how much the sales value 

or revenue it’s able to generate. The fixed costs normally found in a company include 

wages and salaries, rental, utilities, etc. While the fixed cost would not increase or 

decrease in ratio proportion of sales or productions, but the variable cost is change 

proportionately (Jenkins, 2009). Therefore, both costs need to check continuously by 

using specific ratios in order to make sure it’s in control. In order to identify trends in a 

business, managers use ratio analysis which enables them to compare their business 

performance and company financial health with the average performance from similar 

business in the same industry (Rameshkumar and Anbumani, 2006). By doing this, the 

managers or business owners would be aware of the average ratios for their business, any 

ratios number which is starting to increase or decrease against the same industry need to 

be analyses immediately. Other than that, the managers can also compare their own ratios 

for several successive years, analyzing it particularly for any unfavorable trends that may 

be occurring. Early warning indications can be provided by ratio analysis which allows 

the managers or business owner to solve the business problem before it’s too late. In 

order to measure company’s profit performance, the profitability ratio analysis of income 

statement and balance sheet can be used (Clausen, 2009). The company’s profit and its 

net worth are shown in the company’s income statement and balance sheet. By analyzing 

those two financial reports using financial ratios, it can indicate how well the company is 
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currently doing in term of profits compared to sales. It also can show how well the assets 

in the balance sheet are performing in term of generating revenues. For example, one of 

the most well-known ratio which attract many investors is the profitability ratio which 

can be used easily by taking sales value minus cost of goods sold (COGS) from the 

income statement. The balance sheet is normally used to show the company’s net worth 

by subtracting liabilities from assets. Even though the balance sheet does not report 

profit, there is an important relationship between company’s assets and its generated 

income and profit. 

2.3 An overview of Capital Structure theories 

Capital structure can be defined in different ways. In US, it is common to define capital 

structure in term of long-term debt ratio (Pandey, 2004). In a number of countries, 

particularly in emerging markets, companies employ both short-term and long-term debt 

for financing their assets, including current assets. It is also common for companies in 

developing countries to substitute short-term debt for long-term debt and roll over short-

term debt (Pandey, 2004). Rajan and Zingales (1995) argue that the definition of capital 

structure would depend on the objective of the analysis. “Financing decisions are a 

mystery” (Welsh, 2004). Making decisions on the appropriate combination of financial 

resources and determining the composition of its capital structure is one of the main 

concerns of companies’ financial managers (Chadegani, et. al., 2011). Capital structure 

can be defined based on literature as a combination or proportion of equities and debts 

(Kohler and Raul, 2007). In order to maximize its overall market value, the right 

combination of debts and equities is very important. According to Miller and Geltner 

(2005), capital structure refers to the relative proportion of equity and debt in the real 

estate investment. Debt is considered as a cheaper source of financing compared to equity 

because its interest payments are tax deductible expense. Leverage is referred as the 
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company’s ratio of its total debts to total financing. Unlike other risks, such as systematic 

risk, the risk which is associated by leverage can be control by an investor. The summary 

from Harris and Raviv (1991) study indicate that leverage increases with firm size, fixed 

assets, non-debt tax shields and investment opportunities while volatility, advertising 

expenditure, profitability and the probability of bankruptcy decrease the leverage level. 

Debt is commonly used within the real estate sector. Furthermore, major amounts of 

financing from financial institution, its properties or assets are always been used as a 

source of collateral. Modigliani and Miller (1958) established the modern theory of 

capital structure which led to both clarity and controversy at the same time. Many 

theories have been developed since then, but trade-off theory and pecking order theory 

mainly dominated the research around the world. According to traditional trade-off 

theory, firms make their capital structure choice as a balance of corporate tax shields 

against bankruptcy cost and also agency cost. Pecking order theory however suggesting 

that firms use debt only when the internal financing is not available to be used. 

A few studies report on international comparisons of capital structure determinants (Raj, 

An and Zingales, 1995), (Wald, 1999) and there are some studies that provide evidence 

on the capital structure determinants from the emerging markets of South East Asia 

(Annuar and Shamsher, 1993), (Ariff, 1998), (Pandey, 2001). The recent focus on 

corporate finance empirical literature has been to identify some stylized factors that 

determine capital structure. Capital structure which uses more debt increases the chance 

of financial distress and bankruptcy. Firms suffer financial distress when they are unable 

to service debt. They will have high debt ratios if these costs are zero or trivial (Scott, 

1976 and Kim, 1978). Since cost of financial distress are non-trivial and highly leveraged 

firms can actually go bankrupt as a firms with a high probability of bankruptcy will have 

a low debt ratio. However the chances of bankruptcy for firms with high reserve funds 
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are relatively less, but unleveraged firms with high profitability and large reserve funds 

have a great competitive advantage. Myers (1977) provides a model under which debt 

causes under-investment (assets substitution). In this scenario, firms reject those 

profitable, low risk investment projects that have the possibility of passing on benefits 

from shareholders to lenders. If the leveraged firms continue borrowing to meet the 

demand and competition, they may face financial distress and bankruptcy.  

2.3.1 Modigliani and Miller theory (MM theory) 

Capital structure irrelevance proposition by Modigliani and Miller (1958) starts 

the modern sense in the theory of business finance. A firm’s capital structure is 

irrelevant to its value in a world of no income taxes and transaction costs. Capital 

structure irrelevance propositions can be fundamentally divided into two types. 

The first one is classic arbitrage based irrelevance propositions which provide 

settings arbitrage opportunity for investors keeps the value of the firm 

independent of its leverage. Multiple equilibria is associated with the second type 

of capital structure irrelevance in which the aggregate amount of debt and equity 

in the market were pin down by the equilibrium condition. However how these 

aggregate quantities are divided up among the firms was not specify by the model. 

The MM Proposition is not easy to examine because it can’t get a structural test 

by regressing value on debt where debt and firm value both plausibly endogenous 

and driven by other factors such as collateral, profits, growth opportunities, etc. 

MM theory provides a means of finding reasons why financing are matters even 

though it does not provide a realistic description on how firms are financed. A 

firm would use is debts financing judiciously with the introduction of corporation 

income taxes and transaction costs for the purpose of tax saving (MM, 1963). In 
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order for firms to enjoy the benefit from debt tax shield, they need to use debts 

rather than its own internal capital because it allows firms to pay lower tax when 

using debt capital. When corporate income tax was added to the original 

irrelevance proposition this created a benefit for debt as it served to shield 

earnings from taxes.  

In a perfect market no combination is better than any other as stated by MM’s 

proposition 1 when financial managers are trying to maximize the market value 

by finding the particular combination. The financing choices do not affect the 

firm’s investment, borrowing and operating policies because its value is 

determined by its real asset instead of securities it issues. The overall value of the 

firm would not be affected by the choice of short term versus long term debt 

(Brealey, Myers and Allen, 2008). In real capital market with frictions and 

imperfection, the fact that debt ratios vary regularly from industry to industry 

cannot be explain by MM’s theory. Debt is one of the main sources for real estate 

companies to use in its operations, while companies such as high tech growth 

company rarely use as much debt. Both the trade-off theory and the pecking order 

theory early development has been influenced by MM theory which will be 

briefly discussed later in this chapter.  

 2.3.2 Trade-Off theory 

The introduction of trade-off theory by Miller (1977) has been influenced by the 

MM theory and its original version of the trade-off theory grew after years of 

debate over the MM theory. It has been successfully explains industry difference 

in selecting their capital structure and recognizes that target debt ratios may vary 

from firm to firm. According to trade-off theory, when taking into consideration 
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of corporate and personal taxes, agency costs and bankruptcy costs an optimal 

capital structure does exists. Firms with risky, intangible assets chose to rely 

primarily on equity financing while firms with safe, tangible assets and plenty of 

taxable income to shield chose to have high target ratios. When the present value 

of tax savings due to further borrowing is just offset by an increase in the present 

value of costs of distress, the theoretical optimum is reached (Brealey, Myers and 

Allen, 2008). In order for firms to maximize its firm’s value they should set their 

own target ratio which is known as static trade-off theory. However, the fact that 

some of the most profitable companies borrow the least cannot be explained by 

trade-off theory even though it can explain many industry differences. 

Firms with high profits should have strong incentives to borrow since it implies 

higher market value and more taxable income to shield. Kraus and Litzenberger 

(1973), provide a classic statement of the theory that optimal leverage reflects a 

trade-off between the tax benefits of debt and the deadweight costs of bankruptcy. 

A firm that follows the trade-off theory set a target debt to value ratio and then 

gradually moves towards the target (Myers, 1984). By balancing debt tax shields 

against costs of bankruptcy the target is determined by the firm. However, several 

aspects of Myer’s definition merit discussion. Firstly, the firm target is not 

directly observable. By depending on adding a structure it may be imputed from 

evidence where different researchers add that structure in different ways. 

Secondly, the tax code that assumed by the theory not as complicated as the real 

tax code. Therefore, different conclusions regarding the target can be reached 

which is depending on which features of the tax code are included. A useful 

review of the literature on tax effects has been provided by Graham (2003). 

Thirdly, a deadweight cost of bankruptcy costs rather than transfer from one 
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claimant to another. It is important to know the nature of these costs too. A useful 

discussion of bankruptcy costs has been provided by Haugen and Senbet (1978).  

Fourth, for the analysis to work transactions costs must take a specific form. 

When the adjustment is larger, the marginal cost of adjusting must increase in 

order for the adjustment to be gradual rather than abrupt. 

 2.3.3 Pecking order theory 

The pecking order theory introduction was influenced from Myers (1984). Instead 

of firms have its own target capital structure as suggested by trade-off theory, its 

assume that there is no capital structure target, but its state the order of which way 

a firm may choose to bring in new capital for its operations.  The firms choose 

capital structure according to the following preference order; internal financing, 

external debts and followed by equity. This preference order of capital structure 

selection is based on adverse selection model by Myers and Majluf’s (1984). 

Myers argues that adverse selection implies that retained earnings are better than 

debt and debt is better than equity. The assumption to fulfill this theory is a 

perfect market with the exception for asymmetric information between managers 

and investors. Regarding the firm’s information, compared to investors, managers 

are supposedly to have more internal information which related to the firm value, 

profile of risk and also future prospect. In order to minimize expenses for 

shareholders, managers are striving to shape the firm’s capital structure (Morri 

and Cristanziani, 2009).  

If a firm is prefers internal financing compared to external financing and debt to 

equity if external financing is used then that particular firm is said to follow a 

pecking order theory. However, the definition of particular order of capital 
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structure selection by firm can be interpreted in many different ways. For example 

what does it mean to ‘prefer’ internal financing? Does it mean the firm would use 

all available sources of internal financing before it starts using any debt or to issue 

new equities? Or the firm would mostly use internal financing before it start using 

external financing if ‘other things equal’? Therefore the pecking order theory is 

more testable if the word ‘prefer’ is interpreted strictly. However if the word 

‘prefer’ as ‘other things equal, then any test of theory rests on the specification of 

‘other things equal’. Even when firm start raising outside funds, it normally still 

hold some internal funds such as cash or short term investments. It is rarely 

considered in the tests of the pecking order because it is so obvious. These funds 

are implicitly assumed held by firm for reasons such as for transactions which is 

outside the theory. Accordingly, almost all previous discussions on pecking order 

theory, maintain some version of an ‘other things equal’ interpretation of the 

relative use of internal and external funds. The preference of debt over equity has 

raised problem for the definition concerns with the initial claims for the theory 

tended to rest on a strict interpretation in which equity is never issued if debt is 

feasible. 

Proponents of the pecking order theory have moved increasingly to the ‘other 

things equal’ interpretation since that strict interpretation can be refuted (Frank 

and Goyal, 2005). The question such as at what point firm does introduce equity 

needs further discussion. Equity should never be issued unless debt is unavailable 

after the Initial Public Offering (IPO). In order to allow for the use of equity, the 

debt capacity serves to limit the amount of debt within the pecking order 

(Donnelley, 2008). Obviously, this raises the problem of defining the debt 

capacity. Pecking order models can be derived based on adverse selection 
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considerations, agency considerations, or other factors (Frank and Goyal, 2007). 

There seem to be a couple of common features that underlie pecking order 

theories. The first feature is the linearity of the firm’s objective function. This 

helps because it means that costs tend to drive the results to corner solutions. The 

second common feature of pecking order models is the relative simplicity of the 

model. The pecking order hierarchy is a relatively simple structure. A model that 

is complex is unlikely to have such a simple solution. When many things are 

factored in, a more complex range of things tend to happen. Thus, it seems that 

the pecking order is generally more likely to emerge from an illustrative model 

than it is from a unifying model (Chatzis, 2015). 

2.4 Malaysian Capital Structure past literature review 

 Panday (2001) has examined the determinants of capital structure of Malaysian 

companies utilizing data from 1984 to 1999. Panday (2001) classifies data into four sub-

periods that correspond to different stages of Malaysian capital market. Debt is 

decomposed into three categories; short term, long term and total debt. Both book value 

and market value debt ratios are calculated. The result of pooled OLS regressions show 

that profitability, size, growth, risk and tangibility variables have significance influence 

on all types of debt. Profitability has a persistent and consistent negative relationship with 

all types of debt ratios in all periods and under all estimation methods. The result 

confirms the capital structure prediction of the pecking order theory in an emerging 

capital market. 

 According to Zainudin, et. al., (2017), the use of debt by REITs companies seem to be a 

puzzle in numerous REITs literature, as REIT are tax exempted business entities. The 

trade-off theory implies that the financing strategy of using debt provides no value in 
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REITs entity with a marginal tax rate of zero. However, high dividend pay-out 

requirement has limit REITs ability to retain its internal earnings, this require REITs to 

use debt to undertake its growth strategies. Their research was aimed to investigate the 

great curiosity about the debt financing decision of REITs in Malaysia at all given no tax 

shield benefit and to examine the moderating effect of financial flexibility in a 

relationship between debt financing and the financial performance. Using the unbalanced 

panel data from all Malaysian REITs for the time period between 2005 and 2014, the 

result of this study are consistent with the pecking order theory in explaining the 

Malaysian REITs debt financing decision but are less supportive of the trade-off theory 

on tax benefits and agency theory of free cash flow on disciplinary tools. This suggests 

that Malaysian REITs use debt to support their growth needs, rather than tax motives and 

the high dividend pay-out requirement behaves as a ‘disciplinary tool’ not through the 

use of debt. The findings also reveal that financial flexibility plays an important role to 

alter the negative relationship between debt financing and financial performance to 

positive relationship. Their study serves as a useful guide for Malaysian REITs managers 

in managing financial flexibility as it has important moderating effects on the relationship 

between debt financing and financial performance. 

 Previous studies in developed countries demonstrate opposing theories in explaining debt 

financing behavior in the REITs industry. For instance, some studies concluded that 

REITs financing decisions follow the pecking order theory (Feng, Ghosh and Sirmans, 

2007, Morri and Beretta, 2008), while Morri and Cristanziani (2009) found that REITs 

financing decision fully support the trade-off theory, while Ertugrul and Giambona 

(2010) showed partial support for pecking order theory and trade-off theory. Numerous 

previous studies on corporate finance claimed that financial flexibility play an important 

role in financing decision (see example, Graham and Harvey, 2001; Bancel and Mittoo, 
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2004; DeAngelo et. al., 2011; Byoun 2011; Denis and McKeon, 2012). This is because 

financial flexibility allows firms to act, and provide them with staying power, making it 

an element of firms’ performance (Arslan and Ayaydin et. al., 2014). However what is 

not yet to be clear is the role of financial flexibility as a moderating variable in the 

relationship between debt financing and financial performance.  

2.5 Chapter summary 

 This chapter explains the previous studies on capital structure. First, it explains the 

theories of capital structure such as MM theory, trade-off theory and pecking order 

theory. Modigliani and Miller (1958) were the pioneers in theoretically examining the 

effect of capital structure on the firm’s value. MM theory is considered as the first 

modern capital structure theory which started in 1958. The trade-off theory (Miller, 1977) 

which evolved from MM theory stated that optimal capital structure does exists when 

taking consideration of corporate and personal taxes, bankruptcy costs and agency costs. 

The trade-off theory successfully explains industry differences in capital structure. The 

pecking order theory stems from Myers (1984) who was influenced by the earlier 

institutional literature including the book by Donaldson (1961). Myers (1984) argues that 

adverse selection implies that retained earnings are better than debt and debt is better than 

equity. Recent studies have shown a focus shift from the trade-off theory to pecking order 

theory (Quan, 2002; Mazur, 2007). Previous studies on emerging capital market and 

Malaysian REITs confirm that Pecking order theory applies instead of trade-off theory.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will discuss on the data collection, theoretical framework, methodology used 

and its variables measurement. The construction of the framework is very important in 

order to meet enough and relevant information to satisfy research problems. The 

summary of this chapter will be presented at the end of this chapter. 

3.2 Data collection and sample design 

This research will examines the financial ratios and determinant of capital structure for 

Malaysian REITs companies which are currently listed in Bursa Malaysia through its five 

years financial statement starting from 2010 until 2014. The data used was collected 

through company’s published audited annual report which is available from respective 

online website of the company.  As at the end of December 2016 as per Bursa Malaysia 

Securities Berhad website, the total population of Malaysian REITs companies 

(Conventional and Islamic REITs) which are listed in Bursa Malaysia are consisting of 

seventeen publicly listed companies, but four companies with missing or incomplete data 

for the purpose of this research have been excluded mainly due to the companies were 

listed in Bursa Malaysia after the year 2010. Therefore, the final sample selected which 

consist of thirteen Malaysian REITs companies as per table 3.1 in the next page; 
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NO COMPANY NAME BUSINESS PORTFOLIO REITs TYPE 

1 AMANAH HARTA 

TANAH PNB (AHP) 

RETAIL, OFFICE CONVENTIONAL 

2 YTL HOSPITALITY REIT 
(YTL) 

HOTEL CONVENTIONAL 

3 UOA REIT (UOAREIT) OFFICE CONVENTIONAL 

4 TOWER REIT (TWREIT) OFFICE CONVENTIONAL 

5 AXIS REIT (AXREIT) OFFICE, INDUSTRIAL ISLAMIC 

6 AL-AQAR KPJ (ALAQAR) HOSPITAL, NURSING 
COLLEGE, HOTEL 

ISLAMIC 

7 HEKTAR REIT (HEKTAR) RETAIL CONVENTIONAL 

8 AMFIRST REIT 

(AMFIRST) 

OFFICE, RETAIL, HOTEL CONVENTIONAL 

9 AMANAHRAYA REIT 

(ARREIT) 

INDUSTRIAL OFFICE, 

HOTEL, INSTITUTIONS, 
RETAIL 

CONVENTIONAL 

10 MRCB-QUILL REIT 
(QCAPITA) 

RETAIL, OFFICE CONVENTIONAL 

11 ATRIUM REIT (ATRIUM) INDUSTRIAL, WAREHOUSE, 
OFFICE 

CONVENTIONAL 

12 SUNWAY REIT 

(SUNREIT) 

RETAIL, HOTEL, OFFICE CONVENTIONAL 

13 CAPITAL LAND 

MALAYSIA MALL TRUST 
(CMMT) 

RETAIL CONVENTIONAL 

 

 Table 3.1: Sample listing and its type of business portfolio 

3.3 Tools and technique of financial statement analysis 

Firm’s financial statement analysis can be conducted by using financial ratios in order to 

allow managers and other stakeholders to evaluate firms’ financial performance. For this 

research the financial statement analysis will be conducted by using selected financial 

ratios equation. Then, the calculated financial ratios were compared to certain element of 
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values from income statement and balance sheet based on the ratio required. This will be 

done by using five years’ audited financial reports from selected REITs companies 

starting from 2010 until 2014. 

3.3.1 Capital structure or leverage ratio 

Capital structure and solvency ratio is also known as leverage ratio. This ratio is 

normally used in order to assess the firms’ debt burden in its capital structure. The 

result from this ratio equation would give a snap shot and general idea if the firm 

is able to sustain its business in the future. The normal ratio which is used with 

related to this ratio is debt ratio. Debt ratio is used to indicate the proportion of 

debt to assets the firm has in its balance sheet. The result from this equation 

would give an idea on the firm’s potential risks and debt load which refer to the 

leverage of the firm. A result of debt ratio which is higher than 1.0 clearly 

indicates the level of debt the firm’s has in its balance sheet is more than assets. 

Immediate attention form the management team is required when the result of this 

ratio is more than 1.0 since it would suggest the firm would not be able to pay its 

long term debt when it’s due by using its available assets. A result of less than 1.0 

would indicate the firm has more assets than its debt in its balance sheet which is 

the preferred condition by the financial manager in the firm. For example a result 

of 1.2 would indicate every RM1.20 of debt only RM1.00 of asset would be able 

to cover it. A ratio of 0.8 would indicate every RM0.80 of debt, RM1.00 of asset 

would cover it. The debt ratio is calculated as below: 

Calculated as: Total debts/Total Assets 
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3.3.2 Profitability ratio 

Perhaps the most popular ratio used by the analysts, managers and the business 

owners to evaluate profit margin from firms’ operating activities. It is normally 

used to assess a firm’ ability to generate incomes as compared to expenses 

incurred to generate them. For net profit ratio instead of just cost of sales, other 

relevant costs incurred for the business operations also taking into account as 

compared to gross margin ratio. For profitability ratio, by having higher ratio 

compared to previous period is an indicative that the firm is doing better currently 

compared to previous period and this is the most desired situation by any 

managers or business owners. A lower ratio value compared with previous period 

would suggest the firm is not doing as well as previous period and need attention 

from the managers and business’ owners. Other than comparing this ratio 

internally from period to period by a firm, it also can be used to compare with 

competitor’s ratio and also to average industry ratio. Firms normally use net profit 

ratio in order to measures how much of every ringgit coming from sales revenue 

of a firm is actually keeps in its earnings. For the purpose of comparison between 

similar industries net profit ratio would give better picture compared to gross 

margin ratio. Overall, a higher profitability ratio would indicate firms have better 

control over its cost which will result in more profitable condition. Profitability 

ratio is normally displayed as a percentage. For example a profitability ratio of 

30% would indicate the firm is able to generate RM0.30 from RM1.00 of its sales 

value. The profitability ratio is calculated as below: 

Calculated as: Net Income/Total sales 
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 3.3.3 Liquidity ratio 

Another ratio which is very important to the managers and business owners is the 

liquidity ratio. The result of this ratio will give the idea of the ability of a firm to 

pay its current liabilities when it’s due and also its long term liabilities when it 

became current. This ratio is closely related to the cash level of a firm to pay its 

current obligations and at the same time shows the firm’s ability to turn other 

assets into cash. Liquid assets would be much easier to turn over into cash 

compared with illiquid assets and always preferred by the managers and business 

owners. An assets such as fixed deposits with banks, repo, short term deposits, 

trading securities, accounts receivable and inventory are relatively easy for firms 

to convert into cash in short term compared with assets such as buildings, 

machines, land, etc. Without enough liquid assets, the firm would find it is hard 

when the cash is running out and the creditors are seeking for payment dues. 

Other than managers and business owners, this ratio is always used by bankruptcy 

analysts and mortgage institutions in order to determine whether the firm is able 

to pay its debt and also will be able to continue in business as a going concern. A 

higher liquidity ratio is always preferred by firms because it would suggest the 

firm has more assets compared to its liabilities. A lower liquidity ratio value 

would suggest the firms would have problem in paying its liabilities when needed. 

The profitability ratio is calculated as below: 

Calculated as: Current Assets/Current Liabilities 
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 3.3.4 Tangibility ratio 

Tangibility ratio is normally calculated by using Tangible Common Equity 

(TCE). It is calculated by taking the value of the company's total equity and 

subtracting intangible assets, goodwill and preferred stock equity and then 

dividing by the value of the company's tangible assets. Tangible assets are the 

company's total assets less goodwill and intangibles. In this subsection, we 

describe a new fact regarding the effect of capital tangibility on single segment 

firms’ valuation responses to a credit crunch or a recession. The asset tangibility 

ratio is constructed as the ratio of the company’s property, plant and equipment 

(PPE), to total assets. This measure of asset tangibility is commonly employed in 

the capital structure literature and most recently in Campello and Giambona 

(2014).  

Calculated as: Total Fixed Assets/Tangible Assets 

3.4 Theoretical framework 

The framework demonstrates the financial ratio analysis by using profitability, liquidity 

and tangibility for both Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic REITs. The 

framework also has been extended by adding firm size in order to demonstrate the 

relationship between capital structures with firm’s leverage (proxy). As per diagram 3.1 

below, leverage is used as dependent variable which represents the debt ratio, and four 

independent variables known as profitability, liquidity, tangibility and firm size.  
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Diagram 3.1: Research theoretical framework 

3.4.1 Firm size 

Firm size can be measured by using natural log of its total assets. In general, large 

size companies are normally expected to have lower cost of bankruptcy compared 

to small size companies due to greater sources of revenues it have, and therefore 

the risk of bankruptcy is lower than small size companies. The trade-off theory 

stated that this relationship is likely to be positive due to the fact that large 

companies will incurred lower cost of debt, hence they will borrow more. On top 

of that, large companies also face smaller monitoring costs and agency costs 

because they are subject to greater number of debt covenants and scrutiny. This is 

supported by (Michaelas et. al., (1999), large firms bear lower costs in issuing 

debt and equity compared with small firms because the scale advantage and 

bargaining power with its creditors. Rajan and Zingales (1995); Krishnan and 

Moyer (1997) found from their study that firm size is positively related to 

borrowing capacity since large companies have less potential for bankruptcy costs 

compared to small size companies. Each firm performance may differ according 

Firm Size 

Profitability  

Tangibility 

Liquidity 

Capital structure  
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to their size, because the transaction cost associated with long term debt for small 

firm is higher compared to large firm since it do not have greater economies of 

scale, which may influence the results and inferences (Ramasamy, 2001; Goyal 

and Frank, 2003, Coleman, 2007; Jermias, 2008; Ebaid, 2009). Fama and Jensen, 

(1983) argue that more information is provided by large firms to outside investors 

compared to small firms. Therefore, large firms are expected to borrow at lower 

cost because they have easier access to debt market by benefitting from the low 

information asymmetry. In debt financing, small firms are likely to bear higher 

costs because of asymmetric information (Graham, 2000; Padron et. al., 2005). 

However, a negative relationship between firm size and leverage can be found 

from previous studies done by Titman and Wessels, (1988); Wald, (1999) for 

large firms with less asymmetric information which preferred to use less debt. 

The result from the study conducted by Rajan and Zingales, (1995) in order to 

explain the relationship between capital structure and its component on German 

market where the result for firm size is negatively related to leverage in Germany 

due to its capital market less developed and just large firms are traded publicly. 

Kurshev and Strebulaev (2005) in their study explain the relationship between 

firm size and leverage has been using dynamic capital structure model. From their 

study the researchers found four types of company size which can affect the 

leverage. In order to pay back for lower regular rebalancing, small firms will 

choose higher level of debt at the time of refinancing. Therefore, during the time 

of refinancing cycle, the relationship is negative between firm size and leverage.  
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 3.4.2 Profitability 

Profitability can effects firms’ debt financing decision in two different directions 

and it can be measured in several possible ways. For profitability, trade-off theory 

predicted a positive relationship with leverage. According to Jenson (1986), since 

profitable company is able to generate more available cash from its normal 

operations, there is possibility for management for using the accumulated cash 

inefficiently and in unnecessary manners which might increase the agency costs 

between managers and shareholders. Therefore, in order to overcome this problem 

debt financing is the best remedy. Trade-off models suggested profitable firms 

will borrow more than less profitable firms as the needs to shield income from 

higher corporate tax. Previous study done by MacKay and Philips (2001) on 

capital structure selection found that leverage is positively correlated with 

profitability. Gaud et. al., (2007) have done a study among European firms on 

debt equity choice. The researchers found that ROA, which is a proxy for 

profitability, is positively correlated with debt issue versus equity issue. The 

authors suggested that debt financing for firms has been used as a disciplinary 

tool for controlling manager’s performance for European profitable firms. On the 

other hand, the following way has been suggested by agency based models for 

profitability with leverage. In free cash flow theory, Jensen (1986) defines debt as 

a discipline tool to enforce managers to pay out profits and as a result the wastage 

of cash flow is reduced hence a positive correlation between profitability and 

leverage. In signaling framework, profitable firms are assumed to use debt as a 

signal of the firm’s quality; this theory also predicts a positive relationship.  
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However, pecking order theory suggested for profitable companies since its might 

be able to generate enough cash internally which can be used as a source of 

internal financing the predicted relationship between profitability and leverage is 

negative. According to pecking order theory, because retained earnings is 

generally cheaper source of funds than external financing, managers are preferred 

to fund their projects and operations internally. This is supported by previous 

study conducted by Shyam, Sunder and Myers (1999) on profitability and 

leverage relationship. In pecking order framework, instead of external financing 

firms are assumed to prefer internal financing more. This preference has leads 

firms to use retained earnings first as investment funds and only move to external 

financing when retained earnings are insufficient. 

 

According to pecking order theory, managers prefer to fund projects using 

retained earnings because they are generally cheaper than external finance, and 

the resulting inflated information asymmetry between managers and external 

stakeholders of using internal funds. Furthermore, high profitability allows 

entities the leisure of using internally generated funds, and therefore diminishes 

use of both external debt and equity, creating a negative relationship. Morri and 

Cristanziani (2009) studied capital structure for UK property companies and 

assert that profitability is the most important determinant of capital structure for 

UK property companies and it aversely related to leverage. Many other previous 

studies (Titman and Wessels 1988; Rajan and Zingalis, 1995; Fama and French 

2002; Hovakimian et. al., 2004) found a negative or averse relationship between 

profitability and leverage. However, for REITs companies due to the unique tax 

rule which govern the REITs industry where the company is not going to pay tax 
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if 90% of its profit distributed to unitholders this provides a large disincentive to 

retain earnings. Therefore, this aspect of the pecking order theory might not apply 

as fluidly to REITs companies as it would to other type of companies. The major 

trade-off thus appears to be the cost of imposed taxes if high earnings are retained 

(if payout is less than 90%), versus the cost of debt if these earnings are paid out. 

Hence, theoretical predictions might yield no consistent conclusions for the 

correlation between profitability and leverage. 

 

 3.4.3 Liquidity 

There are many capital structure literatures has been described liquidity as another 

determinant of capital structure. For firm’s liquidity, pecking order theory 

predicted a negative relationship between liquidity and leverage. The reason 

behind this prediction by pecking order theory is due to firm’s with high liquidity 

reduced its need for debt financing since more liquid firms will have more cash to 

use and vice versa. High liquidity means the need for borrowing from external 

sources will be lesser and managers may manipulate liquid assets in favor of 

shareholders, away from debt holders, increasing the agency costs of debt 

(Deesomsak et. al., 2004; Harris and Raviv, 1991). Interest conflict between 

shareholders and bondholders might arise when shareholders of firm with more 

liquid assets can easier use them at the expense of bondholders. The amount of 

debt available to the firm will limit by outside creditors when they face arising 

agency cost due to high liquidity (Myer and Rajan, 1998). Weiss and Wruck 

(1998) believed asset liquidity and leverage has inverse relationship due to 

distressed firms who are going to sell its assets are probably going to face less 

liquid market because their industry companions also in distressed mode. The 
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market illiquidity will decrease a firm’s leverage level. Shleifer and Vishny 

(1992) discussed the relationship between asset liquidity and optimal leverage. 

They argue that in costs of financial distresses, asset liquidity plays an important 

role as a determinant. Their paper is focused on industry and economy wide 

determinants of liquidity. They also believe that optimal leverage levels and asset 

liquidity change over time.  

 

 3.4.4 Tangibility 

Growth opportunities can be measured by using market value of equity divided by 

book value of equity. Higher growth opportunities provide incentives to 

management to invest sub optimally by accepting risky projects with a high risk 

to return ratio (or have a high coefficient of variation) that may put debt holders at 

higher risk. This results in cost of debt rising such that use of internal funds or 

equity is preferred subject to taxation costs and the prevailing cost of external 

equity. In addition, intangible growth opportunities place the ability of managers 

to service additional debt in doubt. As a result, a negative relationship is expected. 

Most secured-debt requires collateral, as it guarantees the bondholders, and 

tangible assets are likely to have an impact on the borrowing decisions because 

they are less subject to informational asymmetries, and have a greater value than 

intangible assets, as in the case of bankruptcy (Gaud, Jan, Hoesli and Bender, 

2005). Thus, the higher the tangible assets proportion, the greater the chance of 

obtaining debt financing (Titman and Wessels, 1988; Harris and Raviv, 1992; 

Rajan and Zingales, 1995; Gaud et. al., 2005). According to the trade-off theory, 

larger firms with higher assets tangibility tend to have more leverage and pay 

higher dividends. A dividend payment is one form of tacit information that 
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managers convey to the market, thus indicating that firms have higher growth 

prospects, and referred to as a signaling; and it is assumed that signaling has a 

positive relationship with leverage. 

 

 3.5 Methodology 

Research methodology is a systematic way to solve a problem. It is a science of 

studying how research is to be carried out. Essentially, the procedures by which 

researchers go about their work of describing, explaining and predicting 

phenomena are called research methodology. It is also defined as the study of 

methods by which knowledge is gained. Its aim is to give the work plan of 

research. In analyzing the relationship between the variables, SPSS software has 

been implemented in order to analyze the gathered financial information in the 

study. The statistical tests performed in the study are using multiple regression 

analysis and correlation analysis.    

3.5.1 Correlation and Multiple Regression Analysis 

The regression analysis intends to determine the influence of one variable on 

another while determining the R-value and significant value of the data sets. The 

correlation analysis has been performed in order to elaborate the auto-correlation 

between the selected variables including firm's size, liquidity, profitability, 

tangibility and a leverage ratio of the selected firms. The regression analysis also 

determines the extent to which independent variables cause dependent variable 

that has been selected in the study. The dependent variable of the study is the 

capital structure that has been measured through leverage ratio of the property 

firms based in Malaysia. In statistical perspective, Seber and Lee (2012); 
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Montgomery, Peck and Vining (2015) declared that the regression analysis 

reflects the statistical process in order to estimate the relationship between the 

variables. The techniques and models intend to analyze different variables while 

focusing on the relationship between the dependent and independent variable of 

the study. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) concur that different relapse 

investigation is utilized to determine the quality of connection between numerous 

autonomous factors with one dependent variable. Rawlings, Pantula and Dickey 

(1998), discusses that the coefficient of determinants is indicates level of 

goodness wellness of the factors in the multiple relapse condition going from 0 to 

1. The t-test used to identify the existence of any significant relationship between 

dependent variable and the independent variables. The multiple regression 

equation was developed to predict the relationship between dependent variable 

using independent variables: 

Cp = β0 + β1 profitability +β2 tangibility + β3 firm size + β4 liquidity + Et             

  Where;  

            Cp  = Capital Structure of REITs companies 

  β1 =  Profitability 

  β2 = Tangibility 

  β3 = Firm Size 

  β4 = Liquidity 

  Et = Standard error 
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Based on the above discussed information, it has been summarized that the 

current study seeks to test the theory of capital structure while depicting the 

influence of capital structure on the leverage.   

3.6 Variables measurement 

The measurement of variables has been derived from the previous studies. The 

definitions of the indicators of firm-specific and macro-economic variables are shown in 

table 3.2 as below: 

 

Determinants     Measurements 

Total Leverage  LEV  Total Debt/Total Assets 

Profitability   PROF  Net Income/Total Assets 

Tangibility   TANG  Total Fixed Assets/Total Assets 

Liquidity   LIQ  Current Assets/Current Liabilities 

Firm Size   SIZE  Natural Logarithm of Assets 

 

 Table 3.2: Variables measurement 

 

3.7 Chapter summary 

This chapter explain on the research method and design which including the financial 

ratios for profitability, liquidity and tangibility. Table 3.1 shows the list of the REITs 

sample and its business portfolio in order to compare its financial ratios basing on firm 

with one portfolio and firm with multiple portfolios. In analyzing the relationship 

between the variables, SPSS software has been implemented in order to analyze the 

gathered financial information in the study. Leverage has been use as dependent variable 
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whereas for independent variables profitability, liquidity, tangibility and firm size has 

been selected. Trade-off theory predicted a positive relationship between firm size and 

leverage due to large firms will incurred lower cost of debt, hence will borrow more. For 

profitability, trade-off theory predicted a positive relationship with leverage. Trade-off 

models suggested profitable firms will borrow more than less profitable firms as the 

needs to shield income from corporate tax are higher. However, pecking order theory 

suggested for profitable companies since its might be able to generate enough cash 

internally which can be used as a source of internal financing the predicted relationship 

between profitability and leverage is negative. For firm’s liquidity, pecking order theory 

predicted a negative relationship between liquidity and leverage since more liquid 

company will have more cash to use instead of external financing. According to trade-off 

theory, larger firms pay higher dividends with higher assets tangibility tend to have more 

leverage. The regression analysis intends to determine the influence of one variable on 

another while determining the R-value and significant value of the data sets. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter will discuss on the data analysis and findings from the selected REITs 

companies. The data were gathered, analyzed and consequently input into the analysis 

template in order to provide the result required for this research purposes. The data has 

been analyzed by using descriptive analysis, correlation analysis and regression analysis. 

The summary of the findings will be presented at the end of this chapter. 

4.2 Data Overview 

In order to display data and result correctly, a valuable skill which researcher needs to 

have is the knowledge of appropriate methods to use. By having appropriate methods, it 

can particularly helpful when presenting large information as it can be read quickly and 

easy to understand by readers. To examine the ratios and the influence of capital structure 

to the selected REITs companies, their audited financial statement report for the period of 

2010 until 2014 have been collected and analyzed. In perspective with the main 

objective, it has been highlighted that the capital structure is the dependent variable of the 

study (leverage), and the independent variables of the study are referring to the firm’s 

value, profitability, liquidity and tangibility. To achieve this, the sample size of thirteen 

listed REITs companies in Bursa Malaysia consisting elven conventional REITs and two 

Islamic REITs have been selected for analyzing. Moreover, the quantitative information 

associated with the financial ratios has been analyzed such as firm's size, liquidity, 

profitability and tangibility. The firm's capital structure has been measured through its 
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proxy of leverage for the five years period. Multiple regression analysis has been 

performed based on the result generated from the statistical software i.e. SPSS. 

4.3 Analysis of Data 

The results obtained from the data analysis process have been analyzed and discussed as 

below: 

 4.3.1 Analysis on the financial ratios for Malaysian REITs 

No Company Name 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1 AMFirst REIT 0.0575 0.0600 0.0552 0.0626 0.0435 

2 AXIS REIT 0.0978 0.0800 0.0789 0.0836 0.0644 

3 AmanahRaya REIT 0.0566 0.0871 0.0611 0.0408 0.1153 

4 Atrium REIT 0.0734 0.0895 0.1217 0.1154 0.0731 

5 CapitaMalls REIT 0.0556 0.0752 0.0938 0.0833 0.0815 

6 AL-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT 0.0494 0.0714 0.4179 0.0612 0.0449 

7 Tower REIT 0.0585 0.0593 0.1189 0.0590 0.0793 

8 Hektar REIT 0.0631 0.1147 0.0698 0.0716 0.0631 

9 AmanahHarta REIT 0.0643 0.0603 0.0606 0.0360 0.0343 

10 YTL Hospitality REIT 0.0432 0.0697 0.0224 -0.0721 0.0532 

11 MRCB-Quill REIT 0.0815 0.0641 0.0628 0.0585 0.0626 

12 Sunway REIT 0.1367 0.1071 0.0865 0.0846 0.0961 

13 UOA REIT 0.0548 0.0553 0.0892 0.0579 0.0594 

 Ratio average 0.0686 0.0764 0.1030 0.0571 0.0670 

 

Table 4.1: Malaysian REITs Profitability ratio result table 
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 Graph 4.1: Malaysian REITs profitability ratio 

This ratio is used to evaluate profit margins from operating activities. It is normally used 

to assess a firm’ ability to generate incomes as compared to expenses incurred to generate 

them. Profitability ratio explains the relationship between net profits over its revenues. 

From the data analyze as above, for 2010 Sunway REIT recorded the highest profitability 

ratio among Malaysian REITs companies with 0.1367 compared to the lowest recorded 

by YTL Hospitality REIT at 0.0432. In 2011, Hektar REIT recorded the highest value 

with 0.1147 compared to the lowest value recorded by UOA REIT at 0.0553. Al-‘Aqar 

Healthcare REIT recorded the highest profitability ratio in 2012 at 0.4179 while the 

lowest value was recorded by YTL Hospitality REIT at 0.0224. In 2013, Atrium REIT 

shows the highest profitability ratio with 0.1154 while the lowest value was recorded by 

YTL Hospitality REIT at -0.0721. AmanahRaya REIT recorded the highest value in 2014 

with 0.1153 while the lowest value at 0.0343 was recorded by AmanahHarta REIT. 
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Overall profitability ratios for Malaysian REIT companies show positive result from 

2010 to 2014 with the only exception of YTL Hospitality REIT in 2013. The highest 

value was recorded in 2012 by Al-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT at 0.4179. 

 

No Company Name 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1 AMFirst REIT 0.1629 0.0458 0.1815 0.4344 0.2506 

2 AXIS REIT 0.2068 0.1243 0.1903 0.2369 0.2189 

3 AmanahRaya REIT 8.3154 5.2320 3.6284 14.1831 0.3656 

4 Atrium REIT 0.4186 0.3250 0.2849 0.2708 0.2988 

5 CapitaMalls REIT 1.7972 1.3481 1.3397 0.9489 0.6867 

6 AL-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT 12.182 8.2380 0.0948 19.3491 0.6009 

7 Tower REIT 0.0097 0.0754 0.1432 0.1171 4.1235 

8 Hektar REIT 0.1309 1.5029 0.1950 1.4646 1.1379 

9 AmanahHarta REIT 0.4682 0.1029 0.0837 0.0625 0.0324 

10 YTL Hospitality REIT 22.073 2.4334 2.3388 3.2621 2.9087 

11 MRCB-Quill REIT 0.2269 1.0197 0.2905 1.9703 2.0291 

12 Sunway REIT 0.5773 0.0341 0.1902 0.0972 0.1022 

13 UOA REIT 1.6883 0.2189 0.2289 0.1926 0.2951 

 Ratio average 3.7121 1.5923 0.7069 3.2761 1.0039 

 

 Table 4.2: Malaysian REITs Liquidity ratio  
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 Graph 4.2: Malaysian REITs Liquidity ratio 

 

The result of this ratio will give the idea of the ability of a firm to pay its current liabilities 

when it’s due and also its long term liabilities when it became current. This ratio is closely 

related to the cash level of a firm to pay its current obligations and at the same time shows 

the firm’s ability to turn other assets into cash. In general, the larger the margin of safety 

the company has to cover its liabilities when it has the higher value of the liquidity ratio. 

In 2010 YTL Hospitality REIT recorded the highest value of liquidity ratio among the 

selected Malaysian REIT companies with 22.073, while Tower REIT recorded the lowest 

value of 0.0097. AL-‘Aqar healthcare REIT recorded the highest value in 2011 with 

8.2380 while Sunway REIT recorded the lowest liquidity value of just 0.0341. In 2012, 

AmanahRaya recorded the highest value of 3.6284 while the lowest value was 0.0837 

which was recorded by AmanahHarta REIT. AL-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT for the second 
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time recorded the highest liquidity value of 19.3491 in 2013 while AmanahHarta REIT for 

the second time recorded the lowest value of 0.0625. Tower REIT recorded the highest 

liquidity ratio in 2014 with 4.1235 while AmanahHarta for the third time recorded the 

lowest value of liquidity ratio of 0.0324. As a summary, the highest value of liquidity ratio 

recorded by Malaysian REIT Company in between 2010 to 2014 was recorded by YTL 

Hospitality REIT in 2010 with 22.073. The lowest profitability ratio during the same time 

was recorded by Tower REIT in 2010 with the value of just 0.0097. 

 

No Company Name 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1 AMFirst REIT 0.9797 0.9844 0.9843 0.9907 0.9723 

2 AXIS REIT 0.9632 0.9829 0.9564 0.9562 0.9518 

3 AmanahRaya REIT 0.9153 0.9080 0.9108 0.8559 0.8708 

4 Atrium REIT 0.8863 0.9207 0.9375 0.9417 0.9373 

5 CapitaMalls REIT 0.9411 0.9571 0.9413 0.9489 0.9499 

6 AL-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT 0.9645 0.8132 0.8161 0.8199 0.8247 

7 Tower REIT 0.9980 0.9979 0.9958 0.9966 0.7926 

8 Hektar REIT 0.9647 0.9507 0.9693 0.9706 0.9791 

9 AmanahHarta REIT 0.9834 0.9912 0.9910 0.9912 0.9926 

10 YTL Hospitality REIT 0.3119 0.9083 0.9513 0.9580 0.9627 

11 MRCB-Quill REIT 0.9604 0.9551 0.9539 0.9610 0.9661 

12 Sunway REIT 0.9834 0.9905 0.9854 0.9851 0.9843 

13 UOA REIT 0.9539 0.9943 0.9941 0.9948 0.9921 

 Ratio average 0.9081 0.9503 0.9529 0.9516 0.9366 

  

 Table 4.3: Malaysian REITs tangibility ratio 
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 Graph 4.3: Malaysian REITs Tangibility ratio 

 

For tangibility ratio, Tower REIT recorded the highest ratio value in 2010 with 0.9980 

while YTL Hospitality recorded the lowest value of just 0.3119. In 2011 Tower REIT 

once again recorded the highest value with 0.9979 while Al-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT 

recorded the lowest tangibility value with 0.8132. Tower REIT recorded the highest value 

in 2012 with 0.9958 while Al-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT also once again recorded the lowest 

tangibility ratio with 0.8161. In 2013 also sees Tower REIT recorded the highest value of 

0.9966 while the lowest value was recorded by Al-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT for the third 

time in 4 years. AmanahHarta REIT recorded the highest tangibility ratio value in 2014 

with 0.9926 slightly higher than UOA REIT with 0.9921 while the lowest value was 

recorded by Tower REIT at 0.7926. Overall, Tower REIT recorded 4 times highest 

Tangibility value from 2010 to 2013 but in 2014 it recorded the lowest value among 

Malaysian REIT companies. The highest value recorded in 2010 by Tower REIT with 
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0.9980 and the lowest value was recorded in 2010 by YTL Hospitality REIT at just only 

0.3119.  

4.3.2 Analysis on the financial ratios for Malaysian conventional REITs versus 

 Islamic REITs 

No Company Name 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1 AMFirst REIT 0.0575 0.06 0.0552 0.0626 0.0435 

2 AmanahRaya REIT 0.0566 0.0871 0.0611 0.0408 0.1153 

3 Atrium REIT 0.0734 0.0895 0.1217 0.1154 0.0731 

4 CapitaMalls REIT 0.0556 0.0752 0.0938 0.0833 0.0815 

5 Tower REIT 0.0585 0.0593 0.1189 0.059 0.0793 

6 Hektar REIT 0.0631 0.1147 0.0698 0.0716 0.0631 

7 AmanahHarta REIT 0.0643 0.0603 0.0606 0.036 0.0343 

8 YTL Hospitality REIT 0.0432 0.0697 0.0224 -0.0721 0.0532 

9 MRCB-Quill REIT 0.0815 0.0641 0.0628 0.0585 0.0626 

10 Sunway REIT 0.1367 0.1071 0.0865 0.0846 0.0961 

11 UOA REIT 0.0548 0.0553 0.0892 0.0579 0.0594 

 Ratio average 0.0677 0.0766 0.0765 0.0543 0.0692 

1 AXIS REIT 0.0978 0.08 0.0789 0.0836 0.0644 

2 AL-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT 0.0494 0.0714 0.4179 0.0612 0.0449 

 Ratio average 0.0736 0.0757 0.2484 0.0724 0.0547 

 

Table 4.4: Average profitability ratio for Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic 

REITs   
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Graph 4.4: Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic REITs average Profitability 

For profitability ratio, comparisons have been made between conventional REITs 

companies against Islamic REITs companies by using its average profitability ratio. In 

2010 average profitability ratio for Islamic REITs recorded higher value than 

conventional at 0.0736 compared to conventional REITs at 0.0677. In 2011, average ratio 

for conventional REITs recorded a higher value at 0.0766 compared with 0.0757 for 

Islamic REITs. For 2012, Islamic REITs once again recorded higher profitability ratio 

value at 0.2482 while conventional REITs at 0.0765. In 2013 Islamic REITs recorded 

higher value at 0.0724 compared to conventional REITs at 0.0543. 2014 see conventional 

REITs recorded higher profitability ratio value at 0.0692, while Islamic REITs at 0.0547. 

To sum up the findings; for period between 2010 and 2014, conventional REITs recorded 

higher profitability ratio in 2011 and 2014 while Islamic REITs recorded higher value in 

the remaining year of 2010, 2012 and 2013. The highest value was recorded by Islamic 

REITs in 2012 at 0.2484 while the lowest value was recorded by conventional REITs in 

2013 at 0.0543. 
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No Company Name 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1 AMFirst REIT 0.1629 0.0458 0.1815 0.4344 0.2506 

2 AmanahRaya REIT 8.3154 5.2320 3.6284 14.1831 0.3656 

3 Atrium REIT 0.4186 0.3250 0.2849 0.2708 0.2988 

4 CapitaMalls REIT 1.7972 1.3481 1.3397 0.9489 0.6867 

5 Tower REIT 0.0097 0.0754 0.1432 0.1171 4.1235 

6 Hektar REIT 0.1309 1.5029 0.1950 1.4646 1.1379 

7 AmanahHarta REIT 0.4682 0.1029 0.0837 0.0625 0.0324 

8 YTL Hospitality REIT 22.073 2.4334 2.3388 3.2621 2.9087 

9 MRCB-Quill REIT 0.2269 1.0197 0.2905 1.9703 2.0291 

10 Sunway REIT 0.5773 0.0341 0.1902 0.0972 0.1022 

11 UOA REIT 1.6883 0.2189 0.2289 0.1926 0.2951 

 Ratio average 3.2608 1.1217 0.8095 2.0912 1.1119 

1 AXIS REIT 0.2068 0.1243 0.1903 0.2369 0.2189 

2 AL-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT 12.182 8.2380 0.0948 19.3491 0.6009 

 Ratio average 6.1944 4.1812 0.1426 9.7930 0.4099 

 

Table 4.5: Average liquidity ratio for Malaysian conventional and Islamic REITs 

 

Graph 4.5: Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic REITs average liquidity ratio 

For liquidity ratio, comparisons have been made between conventional REITs companies 

against Islamic REITs companies by using its average liquidity ratio. In 2010 average 
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liquidity ratio for Islamic REITs recorded higher value than conventional at 6.1944 

compared to conventional REITs at 3.2608. In 2011, once again Islamic REITs recorded 

higher average ratio value of 4.1812 compared to conventional REITs at 1.1217. In 2012 

both conventional and Islamic REITs recorded a lower value with conventional REITs at 

0.8095 while Islamic REITs at 0.1426. 2013 saw Islamic REITs average liquidity ratio 

increased to 9.7930 compared with conventional REITs at only 2.0912. Conventional 

REITs recorded a higher value in 2014 with 1.1119 compared to Islamic REITs at 

0.4099. Overall, conventional REITs recorded higher value than Islamic REITs in 2012 

and 2014. 2010, 2011 and 2013 saw Islamic REITs recorded a higher value than 

conventional REITs. The highest average liquidity ratio was recorded in 2013 at 9.7930 

by Islamic REITs and the lowest value was recorded in 2012 also by Islamic REITs. 

No Company Name 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

1 AMFirst REIT 0.9797 0.9844 0.9843 0.9907 0.9723 

2 AmanahRaya REIT 0.9153 0.9080 0.9108 0.8559 0.8708 

3 Atrium REIT 0.8863 0.9207 0.9375 0.9417 0.9373 

4 CapitaMalls REIT 0.9411 0.9571 0.9413 0.9489 0.9499 

5 Tower REIT 0.9980 0.9979 0.9958 0.9966 0.7926 

6 Hektar REIT 0.9647 0.9507 0.9693 0.9706 0.9791 

7 AmanahHarta REIT 0.9834 0.9912 0.9910 0.9912 0.9926 

8 YTL Hospitality REIT 0.3119 0.9083 0.9513 0.9580 0.9627 

9 MRCB-Quill REIT 0.9604 0.9551 0.9539 0.9610 0.9661 

10 Sunway REIT 0.9834 0.9905 0.9854 0.9851 0.9843 

11 UOA REIT 0.9539 0.9943 0.9941 0.9948 0.9921 

 Ratio average 0.8980 0.9598 0.9650 0.9631 0.9454 

1 AXIS REIT 0.9632 0.9829 0.9564 0.9562 0.9518 

2 AL-‘Aqar Healthcare REIT 0.9645 0.8132 0.8161 0.8199 0.8247 

 Ratio average 0.9639 0.8981 0.8863 0.8881 0.8883 

 

Table 4.6: Average tangibility ratio for Malaysian conventional and Islamic REITs 
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Graph 4.6: Malaysian Conventional REITs and Islamic REITs average tangibility ratio 

For tangibility ratio, comparisons have been made between conventional REITs 

companies against Islamic REITs companies by using its average tangibility ratio. In 

2010 average tangibility ratio for Islamic REITs recorded higher value than conventional 

at 0.9639 compared to conventional REITs at 0.8980. In 2011, average ratio for 

conventional REITs recorded a higher value at 0.9598 compared with 0.8981 for Islamic 

REITs. For 2012, conventional REITs once again recorded higher profitability ratio value 

at 0.9650 where Islamic REITs at 0.8863. In 2013 and 2014 also see conventional REITs 

recorded higher profitability ratio value at 0.9631 and 0.9454 respectively, while Islamic 

REITs at 0.8881 and 0.8883 respectively. To sum up the findings; for 5 years period 

between 2010 and 2014, conventional REITs have recorded higher value than Islamic 

REITs starting from 2011 onward. Only in 2010 that Islamic REITs recorded higher 

profitability ratio value than conventional REITs. 
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4.3.3  Multiple Regression Analysis  

In statistics, to make any sense from a set of random numbers in a table by just staring at 

it is definitely hard and time consuming. Therefore multiple regression analysis (the term 

was first used by Pearson, 1908) can be used to see if there is any statistically significant 

relationship between sets of variable. It can be used by way of mathematically sorting out 

which of those variables does have an impact in regression analysis. The output would 

include a summary for simpler which is similar to linear regression, that includes; R (the 

multiple correlation coefficient), R-squared (the coefficient of determination), adjusted 

R-squared and also the standard error of estimate. In addition, regression analysis is also 

used to understand which among the independent variables are related to the dependent 

variable, and to explore the forms of these relationships. More specifically, regression 

analysis helps one understand how the typical value of the dependent variable (or 

'criterion variable') changes when any one of the independent variables is varied, while 

the other independent variables are held fixed. You have your dependent variable; the 

main factor that you are trying to understand or predict and then you have your 

independent variables; the factors you suspect have an impact on your dependent variable 

 Table 4.7: Multiple regression Analysis 

Model Summary 

Mo

del 

R R 

Squar

e 

Adjusted 

R Square 

Std. 

Error of 

the 

Estimat

e 

Change Statistics 

R Square 

Change 

F 

Change 

df1 df2 Sig. F 

Change 

1 
.643

a
 

.414 .364 
.111039

1 
.414 8.334 5 59 .000 

a. Predictors: (Constant), tang, prof, liq, ndts, fs 
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 The results illustrated above identified that the value the Sig. (or Prob) value of the data 

 set <0.0061, hence the regression model is significant and can thus be used to explain (or 

 predict) on the capital structure. R-sq indicates that the influence of independent 

 variables on the dependent variables. It is found that the independent variables 

 determine 41.4% of the capital structure; mean about 41.4% data can be explained.  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -1.242 .408  -3.049 .003 

Liq .010 .006 .312 1.816 .074 

Fs .054 .016 .355 3.320 .002 

Cost -2.282 .462 -.583 -4.940 .000 

Prof 1.051 .289 -.392 3.637 .001 

Tang .461 .236 .310 1.949 .056 

 

 Table 4.8: Multiple linear regression test coefficient 

 

With reference to table 4.8 above, liquidity and tangibility are not significant due to the 

Sig value is more than 0.005 with 0.074 and 0.056 respectively. Therefore firm size and 

profitability are both significant impact towards the capital. The summary of significance 

level for each of the firm’s value to show the most and least significance variables are 

shown as per table 4.9 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 ** significant at 90% & * significant at 95% 

 Table 4.9: Summary of significance level for all firm’s value 

Independent Variables Significance level (T-

stat) 

P-value 

Liquidity 1.816 .074 

Tangibility  1.949 .056 

Firm size 3.320 .002 

Profitability 3.637 .001 
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 Following is the result of multiple regression equation (MRE) that has been discussed 

 in chapter 3 and obtained from the data analysis output presented on table 4.10.  

 Cp =  -1.242 + 1.051 PROF + 0.461 TANG + 0.054 FS + 0.010 LIQ + Ɛt 

 Where: 

 Cp = Capital Structure of REITs companies 

 PROF = Profitability 

 TANG = Tangibility 

 FS = Firm Size 

  LIQ = Liquidity 

 Ɛt = Standard Error 

 The result of multiple regression shows if  PROF, TANG, FS and LIQ raised by 1% then 

the capital structure increase as much as the increasing percentage of each variables 

whereas the 1% raise of capital structure will decrease the firm’s value.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 4.10: Summary of the relationship between IVs and DV 

 

 Table 4.10 above representing the summary of relationship between dependent variable 

and independent variable based on the regression output. The regression coefficient for 

liquidity is positive 0.010, indicating that the higher liquidity of the firms, the more 

capital structure for the company showing positive relationship between the two 

Independent Variables Relationship  

Liquidity Positive 

Tangibility  Positive 

Firm size Positive 

Profitability Positive 
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variables. Firm size regression coefficient shows positive amount of 0.054 with 

significant p-value, this information clearly represent positive relationship. Meanwhile 

for the cost of debt states negative regression coefficient of -2.282 and the relationship is 

statistically significant at 0.000. For profitability, the regression coefficient is positive 

1.051 and the p-value also not statistically significant at 0.001. Another variable that 

shows positive regression coefficient is tangibility which is 0.461 with significance value 

of 0.056. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

Since most of REITs companies do not pay corporate tax due to tax exemption which 

govern the REITs industry (due to pay-out minimum 90% of its profits), based on classic 

capital structure theories such as Modigliani and Miller, (1958 & 1963) and Miller, 

(1977) REITs companies debt usage should be minimal because they do not enjoy benefit 

of leverage through classical tax deductibility or tax shield as normally enjoyed by 

normal companies. However, findings of previous studies (Howe and Shilling, 1988; 

Ghosh, Nag, and Sirmans, 2001; and Feng, Ghosh and Sirmans, 2007) suggest that REITs 

use of debt is not minimal and debt issuance/increasing policies are rewarded by 

investors. Under the pecking order theory of leverage, REITs issue debt to reduce the 

adverse selection cost of equity. Myers and Majluf (1984) argue that managers attempt to 

satisfy exiting shareholders. They issue equity only as a last resort and more likely when 

stocks are overvalued. Consequently, market participants discount new issues of equity 

and, thus, issuing equity is never optimal. This also supports the Feng, Ghosh and 

Sirmans (2007) proposition that REITs have the incentive of paying all internally-

generated funds as dividends (to benefit from tax exemption provision) and therefore debt 

is their next choice of financing under pecking order theory. 
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In order to determine which factors might influence the REITs company’s capital 

structure, different statistical tests have been performed such as descriptive statistics, 

regression analysis and correlation analysis for the data sets. The quantitative information 

has been accumulated for the period 2010 to 2014. In support with the initial section, the 

research objectives intend to determine the relation of one variable on another. The study 

targets have been examined concerning the experimental proof of the past examinations; 

then again, the primary goal has been contemplated through quantitative investigation of 

the data assembled and broke down in the examination. The exact data examined in the 

earlier area expressed that the capital structure is the extent of the obligation and value 

used by the firm in financing the business ventures. 

Moreover, it has been highlighted that the capital structure of the firm is also influenced 

by the nature and size of the firm in support with the firm's tangibility, assets proportion, 

and profitability for the period. Based on the depicted factors, the capital structure of the 

selected firms has been measured through leverage ratio that reflects the proportion of 

debt and equity financed by the firm over time. In the context of firm's value, the 

empirical evidence stated that the value of the firm can be influenced by the capital 

structure in concerned with the cost, risk, and reward associated with the financing option 

utilized by the firm. Thus, the value of the firms has been measured through different 

financial indicators such as profitability, tangibility, cost of debt, firm’s size and liquidity 

for the period 2010 to 2014. The results obtained from the descriptive analysis points out 

that the minimum value of the considered financial ratios is 0.00; however, its maximum 

value revolves around the range of financial ratios considered in the study. In perspective 

with the regression analysis, it has been highlighted that there is a significant relationship 

between the capital structure and firm’s value asserting the sig value of the data set i.e. 

0.005. The data findings also reveal that there is a weak relationship between the 
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variables depicting the R-value of the data set which is 0.643. Finally, the correlation 

analysis has been performed in order to illustrate the autocorrelation between the 

variables. The data analysis explains that there is the positive correlation between most of 

the variables; 0.354 for profitability, 0.088 for tangibility, 0.186 for firm’s size.  

However, the negative correlation has been highlighted in the case of cost of debt which 

is -0.395 and liquidity which is -0.4154 for the considered periods.  

4.5 Chapter Summary 

With reference to the findings and discussion above, it has been analyzed that there is a 

significant relationship between the firm leverage with the other independent variables. 

From the data analysis, it has been highlighted that the capital structure of the Malaysian 

REITs companies are directly related to firm's size, profitability, tangibility and liquidity. 

Moreover, the results obtained from the correlation analysis explained that there is a 

positive correlation between firm’s size, profitability and tangibility, while there is a 

negative relationship between firm’s leverage against liquidity and cost of debt. Thus, the 

quantitative analysis explains that the decision on selecting the capital structure of a 

Malaysian REITs companies are related to the firm’s size, tangibility, profitability, 

liquidity and also cost of debt. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter will discuss and summarize on the research findings and conclusion based 

on workings from previous chapters. It will summarize all the results obtain from the 

analysis and final conclusion, and will estimate whether the entire research objectives are 

satisfactory. It will start with summary of findings, recommendations and research 

limitations. The summary of this chapter will be presented at the end of this chapter.    

5.2 Summary of findings 

The introduction of REITS has represented a new class of low risk investment 

alternatives to the existing conventional investment such as stocks and bonds. Its 

introduction has enhanced the diversification benefits for investors in their portfolio 

option. REITs are traded through stock exchanges, same as other type of stocks available 

even though REITs is structurally similar to normal unit trusts. Therefore, it can provide 

return to the investors in two ways, through stock price appreciation and also through 

dividends distribution to its shareholder from its annual income and profit. Unlike other 

types of companies which keep much of their yearly earnings internally, most REITs 

companies pay-out at least 90% of its annual taxable profits to its unitholders in order to 

take advantage of the tax structure which governing REITs industry. In particular to retail 

investors, REITs provide the opportunity for ownership of high quality commercial real 

estate which is illiquid traditionally, until the introduction of REITs. 
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For Malaysian REITs, the market has grown since its first introduction as LPTs in 1986. 

After SC introduced the new REITs regulation in 2005 replacing the old LPTs, seventeen 

REITs companies have been listed on Bursa Malaysia as at the end of December 2016 

(www.bursamalaysia.com). Currently there are thirteen Conventional REITs companies 

and four Islamic REITs companies whose provide RM44.2 billion in market 

capitalization and RM48.8 billion on total assets value as at the end of December 2016 

(www.bursamalaysia.com). Its business portfolios including healthcare services, office 

spaces, commercial buildings, retail spaces, industrial buildings, hotels, warehouses and 

car parks. 

 

The objectives for this research topic are to examine on the financial ratios for Malaysian 

REITs, to compare financial ratios between Conventional REITs and Islamic REITs, and 

also to analyze which capital structure theories is relevant to Malaysian REITs. Based on 

this research objectives, the financial information of thirteen Malaysian REITs companies 

have been gathered through its five years published audited financial statement from year 

2010 until 2014. The gathered data has been analyzed by using three specific financial 

ratios, i.e.; profitability ratio, liquidity ratio and tangibility ratio. In order to analyze the 

data further statistically, statistical software i.e. SPSS has been use. Then, multiple 

regression analysis has been adopted to analyze the determinants for Malaysian REITs 

capital structure. The summary of all the findings for research objectives as follow: 

 

Objective 1 - To analyze the relationship between capital structure determinants for 

Malaysian REITs which are profitability, liquidity, tangibility and firm size with leverage 

(proxy of capital structures). Based on the findings from the analyzed data, there is a 

significant relationship between the capital structure with the firm size and profitability 
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for the research period from 2010 to 2014 with the p-value for firm’s size and 

profitability are 0.002 and 0.001 respectively. Since the p-value is <0.005, so the two 

variables above are said to be significant. For liquidity and tangibility, since its value is 

0.074 and 0.056 respectively, which is higher than >0.005, both variables are said not 

significant. The data findings are consistent with the earlier findings by previous 

researches where Malaysian REITs are following pecking order theory. Pandy (2001) 

also found that companies in emerging market such as Malaysia also following pecking 

order theory for its company’s capital structure. The trade-off theory implies that the 

financing strategy of using debt provides no value in a REITs entity with a marginal tax 

rate of zero. However, high dividend pay-out requirement has limit REITs’ ability to 

retain its internal earnings, thus require REITs to use debt to undertake the growth 

strategies. For firm size, the result obtained was supported by previous research such as 

(Rajan and Zingales, 1995; Krishnan and Moyer, 1997; Padron et al., 2005) since larger 

firms have less potential for bankruptcy costs; therefore, firm size should be positively 

related to borrowing capacity. And because of the advantage of economies of scale and 

bargaining power with creditors, large firms bear lower costs in issuing debt and equity 

compared with small firms (Michaelas et. al., (1999). Also, larger firms are seen to be 

cost efficient because they are able to apportion their fixed expenditures for more 

ventures or projects. For Profitability, most empirical studies confirm the negative 

correlation between profitability and leverage (See Titman and Wessels (1988), Rajan 

and Zingales (1995), Wald (1999) etc.). Morri and Cristanziani (2009), studied capital 

structure of UK Property companies and assert that profitability is the most important 

determinant of capital structure for UK property companies, and it aversely related to 

leverage. 
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Objective 2 - To compare the financial ratios which are profitability, liquidity and 

tangibility between Malaysian conventional REITs and Islamic REITs. Based on findings 

in chapter 4, for average profitability ratio, conventional REITs companies recorded 

higher profitability ratio compared to Islamic REITs companies in 2011 and 2014. 

Islamic REITs recorded higher average profitability ratio in 2010, 2012 and 2013. The 

highest value recorded for average profitability ratio by conventional REITs was in 2011 

with 0.0766, while the highest value recorded by Islamic REITs was in 2012 with 0.2484. 

For average liquidity ratio, conventional REITs recorded a higher value in 2012 and 2014 

with 0.8095 and 1.1119 respectively. In 2010, 2011 and 2013, Islamic REITs recorded 

higher liquidity ratio than conventional REITs with 6.1944, 4.1812 and 9.7930 

respectively. The findings suggested both conventional and Islamic REITs in Malaysia 

were liquid between 2010 and 2014. However, Islamic REITs liquidity ratio findings 

suggested Islamic REITs have higher liquidity since it’s recorded the highest value of 

9.7930 compared to the highest value of conventional which is 1.1119. However, since 

only two Islamic REITs companies were available to use in this research compared to 

eleven conventional REITs companies, the result may seems not ‘comparing apple to 

apple’. For average tangibility ratio comparison between conventional and Islamic 

REITs, in 2010 Islamic REITs recorded higher value with 0.9639. However from 2011 

until 2014, conventional REITs recorded higher value with 0.9598, 0.9650, 0.9631 and 

0.9454 respectively. The results suggested for the 5 years period between 2010 and 2014, 

conventional REITs were having a more stable tangibility ratio compared to Islamic 

REITs. 

 

Objective 3 - To examine the trend of Malaysian REITs companies’ financial ratios 

which are profitability, liquidity and tangibility. The results obtain from the financial 
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ratios used shows that for profitability ratio; most Malaysian REITs companies have 

positive ratio for the period of 2010 until 2014. The only negative profitability ratio 

incurred by YTL Hospitality REIT in 2013. However the company was able to record 

positive profitability ratio in the following year, suggesting the company once again was 

able to generate profit from its operations. For liquidity ratio; all Malaysian REITs 

companies recorded positive ratio for the period of 2010 until 2014. Most of the 

companies were having a reasonable ratio value suggesting most of them are liquid. This 

is due to REITs companies are normally have large number of assets. Lastly for 

tangibility ratio; all Malaysian REITs companies have had high ratio for tangibility 

between 2010 until 2014. To summarize the findings for research objective 3; mostly all 

Malaysian REITs companies are making profits in their operations, have reasonable 

liquidity and also high value of tangibility. 

 

5.3 Recommendation for future researchers 

Below are recommendations for future researchers related to this topic:  

(i) Due to the data used is only cover up to 2014, future researchers may use the data 

up to 2016 to reflect the latest information in their research 

(ii) Future researchers may use more than thirteen Malaysian REITs which were used 

by this research. Currently there are seventeen REITs company registered on 

Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad 

(iii) Future researchers may extend the financial ratios used in this research which is 

profitability, liquidity and tangibility. They can extend to other financial ratios in 

order to get clearer picture of the company 

(iv) Future researchers may extend the research to compare REITs companies with 

other do Real Estate companies in Malaysia 
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(v) Future researchers can extend the research to compare REITs companies in 

Malaysia with REITs companies in other Asian countries 

 

5.4 Research implication 

The central purposes of this research are to find the trend of financial ratios for selected 

sample of Malaysian REITs companies, the comparison of those ratios between 

conventional and Islamic REITs companies and also to find out the determinants of 

capital structure in Malaysian REITs companies and the related theories which applied to 

them. It also can create more awareness for retail investors with regard to existing 

Malaysian REITs companies which are currently listed on Bursa Malaysia. In addition, it 

also can be used as guidance for portfolio managers for their portfolio selection in order 

to diversify their investment options. The firm’s executives can also use the data analyzed 

and the findings from this research for their company as a reference since it is readily 

available and saving lots of time. They can see how their company compares with other 

companies and can create a better strategy for their company to be more competitive.   

5.5 Personal Reflection 

In order to complete this research topic, I have learned several new skills which are 

related to the collection process of the data needed, referring to past literature reviews 

done by previous researchers, findings information from online resources such as Bursa 

Malaysia Securities Berhad, Security Commission, Inland Revenue Board and also from 

other related sources and using them as a guidance and important points for my research 

topic. I also learn how to compare ratios between companies and interpret it. On top of 

that, it also creates my awareness to REITs industry in Malaysia and able to share the 

findings with the readers and also can be use by futures researchers. Moreover, the study 
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also contributes in my statistical analysis learning and understanding which is related to 

the analysis of the gathered data by using SPSS. Lastly, I was able to understand more on 

capital structure theories which are used in this research topic such as MM theory, Trade-

off theory, Pecking Order theory, Market Timing theory and Agency theory. 

5.6 Research Limitations 

Research limitations are refers to the factors and constrains that limits researcher from 

performing the research process appropriately. Every research methodology consists two 

broad phases namely planning and execution (Younus, 2014). Therefore, it is evident that 

within these two phases, there likely to have limitations which are beyond our control 

(Simon, 2011). For this research topic the research limitations as below:  

(i) The size of the sample used. The research was done on thirteen Malaysian REITs 

companies which were registered on Bursa Malaysia out of total seventeen 

available. The other four were not included in this research due to limitation of its 

financial statement report (incomplete) for the period of year 2010 until 2014. 

(ii) For financial ratios comparison between conventional REITs versus Islamic 

REITs, only two companies available to use as a sample for Islamic REITs 

compared with eleven companies for conventional REITs 

(iii) There were few past years latest research was done on this topic for Malaysian 

REITs. Therefore, there is limitation on the secondary data available in order to 

understand and analyze the previous results to use as reference for this research. 

(iv) Time limitation to expand the research further and to update with the latest data 

for this research once it started. In order to get an unambiguous conclusion, 

research should be retested and refined several times (Ong, 2003). So in order to 

refine the results further it will requires extra time, investment and resources. 
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(v) Difficulty for researcher to make extensive statistical analysis of the data due to 

lack of statistical background. For researcher from non-statistical background, it 

might be slightly difficult to perform the quantitative study which requires 

extensive statistical analysis.  

 

5.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter concluded the research topic and discusses the findings based on objectives 

set up in chapter 1. The main purpose of this research is to examine the trend of financial 

ratios for Malaysian REITs, to compare financial ratios between conventional and Islamic 

REITs companies, and to analyze the relationship between determinants of capital 

structure for Malaysian REITs. The result obtained suggested that Malaysian REITs 

companies were doing well for the period of 2010 to 2014 based on the profitability ratio, 

liquidity ratio and tangibility ratio. It also found the main determinant for capital structure 

for Malaysian REITs are Firm size and Profitability consistent with pecking order theory. 
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